Reverse cross toe flap” from second toe for great toe tip reconstruction
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Abstract
Reconstruction of the great toe is a challenging treat for any reconstructive surgeon. The goal of reconstruction is a good functional and aesthetically appealing reconstruction of the great toe tip. We report a 10 year old girl presented to us with right great toe tip defect with exposed distal phalanx. We reconstructed the defect with a “reverse cross toe flap” from the second toe. According to the authors best knowledge this is the first reported case of “reverse cross toe flap” for toe reconstruction.
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Introduction
The great toe has a major role in the function of the foot with impact on both aesthetic and psychological aspect of the individual. The location of the great toe is in the distal most part of the foot, without much flexibility. The options for the reconstruction of the tip of the great toe are limited. Unlike the great toe, the thumb tip reconstruction has multiple options due to its location and flexibility. The local options of reconstruction are plenty along with microsurgical options in case of thumb reconstruction. The microsurgical options of great toe are utilized when the defect size is more. The local flaps in the form of reverse metatarsal flap, reverse medial plantar artery flap are also utilized when the defect size is fairly large. In case of small distal tip defect around a centimeter size the reverse flaps looks overdoing and the feasibility of microsurgery looks less feasible especially post toe pulp harvest from the great toe. Even though the antegrade cross toe flap is a described entity, the reach of the flap is limited especially for the distal tip defect. In such scenario the reverse cross toe flap from the second toe is a very good option for reconstruction. To the authors best knowledge this is the first reported case of a “reverse cross toe flap” for the great toe reconstruction.

Case Report
Our patient is a 10 years old girl presented to the emergency services with history of great toe injury sustained by fall of heavy object. Clinical examination revealed a defect of size 2X1.5 cm on the right great toe tip. There was exposed distal phalanx with partial nail bed loss (Fig. 1 A). The reconstructive option of “reverse cross toe flap” was planned in reverse. The distal most part of the flap was extending in to the first web space (Fig. 1 B). The flap markings were done and the elevation started in the web space including the digital artery along the axis of the flap. Inclusion of the digital vessel makes the flap axial flap. The elevation was continued distal to the distal inter-phalangeal joint where the cross anastomosis to the contralateral digital artery was visible. The inset of the flap was given without tension (Fig. 1 C). The donor site was closed primarily. The total duration of the surgery was one and half hours, and the surgery was done under ankle block and under tourniquet control. The division of the flap was done in the third postoperative week. We could achieve good aesthetically impressive result without functional morbidity (Fig. 1 D). Diagrammatic representation of the flap planning (Fig. 2).

![Fig. 1: A. Pre-operative photograph showing, great toe tip defect with exposed bone and partial nail bed loss. B. Flap markings showing the reverse direction and extension into the web space. C. Flap inset without tension reaching to the distal medial toe tip. D. Two months post op photograph showing well settled flap.](image1)

![Fig. 2: A- Flap marking (m). (D- Defect). B- Elevated flap (f) with its artery (a) along the axis of the flap and donor defect d. C- Flap inset and the donor site closed primarily.](image2)
Discussion

The first reported case of the cross toe flap was way back in 1979 by Hamilton R B.1 He used cross toe flap from second toe to cover the post free toe pulp flap great toe defects. He used the medially based flap from the second toe as the usual cross finger flap with the donor defects closed by means of skin grafting. In 1981 Hait G2 used the medially based cross toe flap to cover the plantar aspect of the great toe defect with donor defect covered with skin grafting. The planning of the flap on the medial aspect like usual cross finger flap results in restriction of reach of the flap to the distal most part of the great toe. In our case the flap was elevated along with its blood supply and placing the axis along the digit makes the reach of the flap to the distal most part of the great toe. The inclusion of the vessel in the flap makes it amenable to take a fairly big flap based on its axiality.

Homodigital reverse flow island flap for great toe defects are already been described in literature. Niranjan NS et al described this flap for distal great toe defects with success.3 The advantage of this procedure is that it is a single stage surgery. Demitras Y et al4 had tried these flaps in diabetic patients with planter side defects. The use of homodigital reverse flow flap is impossible after toe pulp harvest. In our case the flap blood supply is based on the second toe which makes the flap amenable in reconstruction post toe pulp defects. Free tissue transfer has been advocated in great toe reconstruction for fairly big defect.5 The free medial plantar artery flap is a good option for reconstruction over other free flaps due to its likeness to the plantar tissue.6 The local options for the great toe are the reverse dorsal metatarsal artery flap,7 retrograde flow medialis pedis flap8 and ditally based first webspace flap.9 The main disadvantages of these flaps are ugly donor site and the chance of venous problems. Once the defect is small these flap are not advisable due to its size and practical difficulty in execution. The tissue match is also not welcome in case of these local options. In our case the tissue match is ideal since we are using the similar tissue from the webspace for the replacement. Heterodigital flap from the second toe has been used for the reconstruction of the great toe tip by Sahin C et al.10 In their experience they used the flap in a grafted great toe tip for reconstruction. Usually the length of the second toe is shorter than the great toe, so it won’t be always possible to cover the distal tip of the great toe with heterodigital antegrade flap from the second toe. In our case the reach of the flap is more due to the location of the pedicle at the distal part of the second toe. The reverse cross toe flap is a very viable option for the reconstruction of the great toe tip, especially when the part of the great toe has been used for fingertip or finger reconstruction and in smaller defects.
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